Nonfiction Writing

My third source is...

What I learned was...

Vocabulary words I found (circle the ones you want to use later)...

Nonfiction Writing

Use this page to help organize your writing for an **Argument** piece.

My argument is about...

My claim is...

Evidence to support my claim...

Evidence against my claim...

My conclusion is...
Nonfiction Writing

Use this page to help organize your writing for an **Informative** piece.

My writing will be about...

My first idea is...

My second idea is...

My third idea is...

Evidence to support my information will include...

My conclusion is...
Nonfiction Writing

Use this page to help organize your writing for an **Opinion** piece.

My opinion is...
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Because...
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Evidence to support my opinion...
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Evidence against my opinion...
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

My conclusion is...
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________